Look at the Baby

A Simple And Lighthearted Easy-Reader Picture Book

Take a look at these beautiful babies!

Look at the baby’s eyes.

Look at the baby’s feet.

Look at the baby.

Sweet, sweet, sweet!

Babies are delicious, from their perfect tiny toes to their scrumptious round cheeks. This charming book, filled with stunning photographs, will delight baby-lovers of all ages.

My Personal Review:
Look At The Baby by Kelly Johnson is a very simple and lighthearted easy-reader picture book for very young children who are learning to sound out their very first words. Captivating full color photographs of angelic infants combine with very simple sentences such as Look at the babys nose fill this warmhearted and highly recommended easy reader from cover to cover.

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
Look at the Baby - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!